Video Membership Program

The VMP enables parishes, schools, and dioceses to use our collection of over 2000 films/DVDs for their in-house educational programs. Members may reserve videos in advance for specific program dates. We ship videos nationwide for arrival by the requested dates. Members contribute towards the cost of the videos by paying a small fee per use.

How does the reservation and shipping process work?

Members may reserve videos for specific dates by phone, mail, e-mail or fax. Members may choose to pick up videos at our Alexandria, Virginia location, or to have us ship the video to them by UPS. The costs of shipping to the member are charged to the member’s account. Members pay return shipping direct and are responsible for returning rewound videos promptly at the end of the scheduled loan period.

How do I join?

Send us a Letter of Agreement signed by the parish rector, school principal, or other organizational authority. It must be accompanied by a prepayment deposit of $100.00. See below for details on the deposit system.

How does the deposit system work?

Member accounts operate on a deposit system of prepaid usage and shipping fees. The initial deposit requirement is $100.00. Usage and shipping fees are subtracted from the balance as videos are used. Usage fees are based on length of loan, according to the Fee Schedule. When the balance drops to approximately $30.00, we send a statement for an additional $100.00 deposit.

How can I choose the films I need?

You can search for particular titles or topics on our Video Catalog from this website. To help you select relevant videos for your purposes, each video record includes a brief description and indicates appropriate age levels. The web catalog is not yet complete, but we are adding titles to it daily. If you do not see what you need, call or email us, since we own videos that are not yet listed.

Who is the contact for more information?

Laura K. Derkits
Video Specialist
(703) 461-1749
videos@vts.edu